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CORONAVIRUS CLINICAL UPDATE

What We Know About Coronavirus


Coronavirus is a large family of viruses named for the
prominent “crown” or corona of proteins on the surface
—Categorized in the 1960s
—Cause of 30% of common colds (virtually everyone in this
“room” has had a coronavirus infection)
—Can be spread between species (zoonosis), but distribution and
spread after the index case is from human to human




Occasionally more dangerous strains have been found
(SARS in 2002, MERS in 2012)
A new, more dangerous strain called 2019 novel coronavirus
causes an illness called COVID-19
—First case identified in Wuhan, China in late December
—Worldwide spread detected in early February
—Pandemic declared officially on March 11
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PANDEMIC ILLNESS | Why are we Socially Isolating?
Peak infection rate

Flatten the Curve


This is a dangerous disease with the best of care and
highly infectious as well (R0 over 2=easy to spread)



Peak = when the highest daily rates of infection and
disease are occurring in a community. If the limits
of the local care system are surpassed, outcomes
become catastrophic very quickly.
 “Flatten the Curve” = The goal is to spread the rate
of infection out over time, which allows for:
— Fewer infected people at one time, so those
who are ill can receive optimal care (quality)
— Time for supplies, testing capability and
facilities to be built and expanded (capacity)
— Innovation in pharmacy and eventually,
hopefully, a vaccine (treatment/prevention)
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PANDEMIC PULSE | Clinical Update

U.S. Cases– 02/22/21
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PANDEMIC PULSE | Clinical Update

General Status – Medica Service Area
 Similarly, the wavelet pattern throughout the Midwest is generally subsiding from midNovember peaks.
— Hospitalizations and daily case levels regressed to back on par with early fall levels

November 24, 2020
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PANDEMIC PULSE | Clinical Update

General Status – Minnesota 2/22/21
 The same wavelet pattern subsiding from mid-November peaks, without any post-holiday surges
 Again, just under 10% of overall population has tested positive (479k of 5.2M)
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PANDEMIC PULSE | Clinical Update
Viral Mutations (Variants)
 What does this mean? Viruses replicate billions of times in each person they infect and have chance
mutations that may have a selective survival benefit (for the virus) which then spreads to other people
— Not “shifting” radically like the influenza virus does, but still could have real world effects
 Why do we (potentially) care? As these mutations spread through a population, the disease’s characteristics
may change, the biggest concerns being:
— Infectivity – how easily transmitted
— Mortality – how dangerous to an individual
— Vaccine effectiveness – are the current vaccines still “covering” the new mutations
 Currently, most variants have had higher infectivity, so become the “dominant” strain over time (compound
interest problem). Notably, no significant effects on mortality have been confirmed but some vaccine
effectiveness changes are being noted.
— B.1.1.7 (UK) – 50% higher infectivity, no significant increase in mortality noted
— B.1.351 (South Africa) – also ~50% higher infectivity, may have increase in mortality but still unproven
— P1, P2 (Brazil)
— B.1.427/429 (California) – 25% higher infectivity, discovered in September, now the dominant strain in CA
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PANDEMIC PULSE | Clinical Update

Effects of COVID
COVID-19 causes direct injury and a very significant immune response, which can trigger additional
complications, so much of the current treatment protocol is about blunting the immune response
(dexamethasone, etc.) as well as attacking the virus itself (monoclonal antibody, antivirals, etc.)


Medium-Term Effects – “Delayed” Responses (seen 0 – 3 months after infection)
— Pediatric Multisystem Inflammatory Syndrome (MIS-C)
— Coagulation abnormalities (Blood clots)
— Myocarditis (Inflammation of the heart)



Long-Term Effects – Still Largely Unknown
— “Long COVID” – symptoms include fatigue, concentration issues, joint/muscle pain, and GI
— Post mild illness – studies just beginning
— Post significant illness – complications primarily due to direct tissue damage and scarring
• Kidney disease, pulmonary scarring, stroke/neurologic complications and cardiac issues
most commonly
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COVID CLINICAL UPDATE | Vaccines
Vaccines
Four vaccines - Oxford/AstraZeneca, Pfizer/BioNTech, Johnson and Johnson and Moderna - have completed
US-based Phase III trials and a 5th vaccine (Novavax) finished US/Mexico Phase III participant enrollment a
couple of days ago (2/21/21).
 mRNA Vaccines: Pfizer and Moderna. New technology; first in production for “ease” of development reasons
— Emergency Use Authorizations (EUAs) granted Dec. 11th and 18th respectively
— Preliminary efficacy estimated at 94%+, 2 dose regimen 3-4 weeks apart but is logistically difficult as this
type of vaccine requires either ultra-cold storage (Pfizer @ -94◦F) or cold storage (Moderna @ -4◦ F)
• Recent press release suggesting Pfizer can potentially move to normal freezer temps
 Viral Vector Vaccines: Johnson and Johnson and Oxford/AstraZeneca. Both use modified (non-replicating)
adenoviruses to transport spike protein DNA into cells, previously limited trial use (Ebola, Zika, HIV trials)
— Oxford/AstraZeneca - Preliminary data released with 62-90% efficacy, but some concerns over accidental
study dosing variation has held up review/approval
— Johnson and Johnson – 66-72% reported efficacy with EUA review expected in coming days, first single dose
option, lower cost, refrigerator only
 Purified Protein: Novavax. More traditional candidate. International Phase III completed with excellent results, had
some of the highest immune responses in early studies
— Two dose, refrigerator storage, earliest release is would be early second quarter
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COVID CLINICAL UPDATE | Vaccines

Vaccines


Efficacy Definition– slightly different definitions for each vaccine study, looking a detected cases vs. placebo
— For mild/moderate symptoms, think of it as a ratio of where illness fell when study unblinded, so 95% = 19:1
— Range – 60-95% depending on vaccine type and local mutation prevalence (South Africa variant seems worse)
— Effectiveness – every vaccine is dramatically reducing severe illness and hospitalization risk (approaching 100%)



Common side effects
— Arm soreness, fatigue, headache and muscle/joint aches
•

Extremely rare – anaphylaxis, but dosing centers do need to be be prepared to manage

— Operational effects on home and business
• Fever/fatigue, especially after the second dose can be significant and lasting 36-48 hours, so if entire shift dosed…..



Asymptomatic carriage after vaccination
— This was not tested in the original Phase 3 trials, but we know it can happen as efficacy of 60-95% means some people have
beyond asymptomatic carriage, actually mild/moderate illness
— Effect: while you do not need to quarantine for exposures after FULLY vaccinated, still need to mask for others
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PANDEMIC PULSE | Clinical Update
Vaccination Administration To Date
 Rollout as of 2/21/21
 U.S.
One shot –13%
 Minnesota
One shot –14%
 Nebraska
One shot –13%
 South Dakota One shot –18%

Fully vaccinated – 5.9%
Fully vaccinated – 6.1%
Fully vaccinated – 6.2%
Fully vaccinated – 8.7%
— Competing priorities – get to highest risk, distribute as fast as possible, don’t waste/allow spoilage
— Registration and administration methods vary significantly by state and even county

 Expected “Herd Immunity” – generally felt to be at 70-90% of population
— Vaccine only, and at current rate – 90% early October (50% in June, but could be mid-May effectively)
•

This morning, Pfizer/Moderna ramp-up + Johnson and Johnson committed to 240 Million doses end of March

— Vaccine plus past infection – probably at over 40% today (30% past infection, almost 10% vaccinated)
— “Effective” herd immunity of highest risk groups in the US ~50% now, 70-90% easily by late March
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PANDEMIC PULSE | Clinical Update
Things to Monitor in the Coming Months


Pregnancy/Prenatal Vaccinations
— Pfizer just started first trial (2/18/21) – 4,000 enrollees planned



Pediatric Vaccinations

— No large scale pediatric trials have even begun for children under 12
— Pfizer and Moderna have small scale studies from 12-16 teen volunteers) so widespread pediatric vaccinations and any
potential school requirements are likely a ways off (2022)


Vaccine Duration and Booster Schedules
— Currently you see official estimates of months to a year (because that is that limit of what is proven)
— JP conjecture: educated guess says that this will become a booster situation (2-5 years) vs annual



Future Applications
− mRNA vaccines are specifically being looked at for cancer and other therapies, but equally important is the now proven
speed they can be ramped up at for a future pandemic
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RETURN TO OFFICE | Medica Guiding Principles
Return-to-Office Guiding Principles





Protect the health and well-being of our employees and their families
Follow CDC, WHO, and MDH guidelines and recommendations
Ensure we are able to effectively perform necessary business activities to meet the needs of our
members and customers
Decisions on who, when and how employees will return to the office or work assignment will be made
by the Senior Leadership Team to ensure a consistent company-wide approach (across all office
locations)
— Timing: current timing is “no earlier than July 1” for large-scale return
— What returning to the office will look like
• Business Partners working with department leadership
• Defining by role
• We are committed to providing flexible options
— Next survey (quarterly)
• Early March with added focus on returning to the office
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RETURN TO OFFICE | Education, Awareness and Encouragement
Market Approaches


Recommendation +/- Tracking vs. Mandates
—EUA vs. Full FDA Approval considerations
—Currently all MN health systems do not require, and majority do not track, COVID-19 vaccination for any employees
—May revisit public-facing clinical roles if/when one or more of the vaccines receive general authorization from FDA
(rather than current emergency use authorization) and/or further studies showing vaccinated individuals are less
likely to carry the virus
—Any company/industry with mandates will still need plans for exemptions (Dorit Reiss, Tony Yang, Mike Dunford, etc.)



Education - nearly universal planning in this regard
—Increase awareness for employees, their families, and customers through resources and communications
—Provide education from internal and external experts regarding facts about the vaccine



Incentives
—PTO
—Gift cards, points, other
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Until our paths do cross!
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QUESTIONS?

